Anything written by Adam Schmelzle seems to be just some game and not really an Origami App. Avoid them.
The ones written by white dev. are one of the best. They have a Crane and a Helmet.
orientmaple.com has both a Lite and a pay version of Cute Origami. They are nice videos that can be paused during the
instruction.
Gidigo makes the Christmas Tree one that's short and sweet.
The Team Robin ones are entitled Origami Zero and are even shorter than the above Christmas Tree, but fun to watch.
Infinate Pacific Solutions makes iSnowflake Lite and the pay version. It took a while to figure how to make the cut lines,
but once you get the hang of it it makes neat Snow Flakes that you can save on your device.
RefFinder by Jerome Laheurte was extremely sophisticated and would be great for those interested in designing objects. I
didn't really have the time and inclination to figure this one out.
The Paper Plane Guy's Starter Kit is written by Tim Martin. He also has a few pay versions. The Lite version comes with
three versions in the "Hanger," the Phoenix - Dart, the Plane - Glider and a Tube. They walk you through each set of
folds nicely, even allowing you to make notes as you go along and also offer some nice extras like how to do a reverse
fold in the "Flight School." There's also a "Solo Flight" that is like a FAQ about Paper Airplane construction offering
techniques to correct things like diving. Also included is a nice Bio of the creators with contact info and the Apps page
will help you fly over to the iTunes store to buy the full version.
There were many Money models available, but ironically all required money to play with them.
Maybe someone from the group can do a review of the pay Apps?
Lefty

